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' l , 

This invention relates to improvements in 
containers and in particular containers made in 
the form of a barrel or keg such as used for ship 
ping nails, spikes, bolts andthe like. ' ' 
Among the objects of the'invention is the pro 

vision of a container having 'a construction that 
combines lightness with strength which is sim 
ple, relatively inexpensive, and which can be 
quickly opened, and safely used thereafter. ' 

It is a still further object of the invention-to 
provide a container having a cylindrical sheet 
metal body having the ends substantially sealed 
by disk-like head members in which the head 
ends of the cylinder are constructed to tightly 
con?ne the heads therein and at the same time 
afford satisfactory resistance to ‘forces tending to 
break the heads in or out of the container. ' 
‘It is a further object of the invention to pro-' 

vide a container made in‘ a plurality of sections so 
that the sections can be readily nested or stacked 
for stocking or for shipmentto’gthe point where 
the sections are to be assembled ‘to complete the 
container for use. _ ’ " , 

These and further objects of the invention 
will be more readily apparent in the following 
description. ‘ I ' 

Desirable features for a container as described 
are economy, simplicity, lightness, and strength 
and these features are generally severally ob 
tained, within practical limitations, in contain 
ers now in use. However containers, particularly 
nail kegs, are de?cient‘ in many respects, for ex-' 
ample, wood stave kegs being made of strategic 
material in great demand for other purposes es 
pecially during periods of , war are not always 
obtainable in the quantities required. ‘Wood 
stave kegs, while satisfactory as to strength; are 
unnecessarily heavy and‘ the combination of de 
sired lightness with strength is missing. Fur 
thermore, wood stave ‘kegs 'having'wood heads 
secured by nails driven' through the staves into 
the heads present a hazard in use which is, un 
desirable in that when the keg is'opened, which 
is usually accomplished by bashing in the head by 
the sharp blow of a hammer and then removing 
the "pieces forming the head, the nails are left 
sticking out through the stave‘s'inside the keg 
so when the hand and arm‘ of a person is ex 
tended into the keg to remove nails, the members 
may be ripped and torn as they are removed. 
Also containers formed with steel bodies and 
Wood heads used heretofore‘have also been de 
?cient in simplicity and lightness combined with 
strength su?icient to resist crushing and breaking 
ofthev keg-in service, ~Wh‘ere'nails have been 
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used to fasten the’wood heads, the same hazard 
has been presented during its use.’ Where’. all 
steelcontainers have been used, it has been found 
that while the‘body portions have been generally 
satisfactory, it'has been di?icult to provide steel 
heads properly attached and ‘readily removable 
without running into excessive cost which makes 
such a‘ container'commercially impractical and 
prohibitive for use in connection with such‘ 
highly ‘competitive products as nails, spikes, and 
thelike. ' 

The invention will be more readily understood 
by reference to the accompanying drawings, in 
which: ' i ' " 

Figure 1 is a view in front elevation of a con-: 
tainer constructed in accordance with the in 
vention, a portion'of the container being shown in 
longitudinal vertical section; 

' Figure 2 is a plan view of the container shown 
in Figure 1;’ ' 

v Figure 3 is an enlarged vertical section on line 
III-—III of Figure 2; ’ 
‘Figure 4 is a view in front elevation of a con 

tainer, constructed in accordance with the inven 
tion before the ‘top head is applied and secured 
in place, a portion of the container being shown 
in longitudinal vertical section; . 

' ‘Figure 5 is a plan view of one of the sections of 
the container shown in Figure 4; and r " 

Figure‘ 6 is a vertical section on line VI--VI of 
Figure 5. 

Referring in detail to the drawing which shows 
a preferred embodiment of the container of the 
invention, the numeral IE] represents generally 
the main body portion of a cylindrical container 
or nail keg. This body portion comprises sec; 
tions I1 and I2, these sections being identical, 
and each being substantially semi-cylindrical in 
form" and" having their longitudinal edges ex 
tending slightly beyond the diameter of the semi; 
cylinder'tto' form laps l3 and l 30. so that when the 
two'sections are‘ assembled together with their 
longitudinal‘ ‘edges overlapping, these lapped 
edges maybe spot or tack welded together to form 
a round hollow cylinder.‘ In the preferred emf 
bodiment the'body portion is composed 'of two" 
semi-cylindrical‘ sections, ‘but it will be readily 
understood that the body portion can be con-_ 
structed in as‘ many sections as may be desired; 
The sections H and I2 are preferably formed 

of sheet metal such as steel. The cylindrical 
body portion'is also provided near each end with 
crozes l4 and [4a for the reception of disk-like 

v head'members l5 and it. These head members 
55 are‘preferably'made of wood but if desired may‘ 
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be formed of any other material such as metal, 
other ?brous material such as paper, pressed 
'cloth, plastics, or earth materials such as are 
adapted to be formed into disks. Where ?brous 
materials or plastics are used, these may be 
reinforced by woven fabric of wire or textile 
material imbedded in the body of the head mem 
ber. . 

Each of the container sections is provided 
near the top end with a pair of integral circular 
inwardly extending projections l’! and I8 and 
near the bottom end with a pair of similar pro 
jections l9 and 2G. 
tions are preferably made substantially similar 
so that a description of one pair only will be » 
necessary. , 

Projection I? consists of a substantially per 
pendicular wall or abutment 2 I. having its inner 
most edge connected by a rounded nose portion 
22 with an oblique wall- 23. The oblique wall 23 

preferably extended toward theend of the 
container .to connect withthejcylindrical ,body 
portion at an adjacent angle A which may vary 
iron; 30° to 60° although containers having the 
said oblique wall. extended at adjacent angles 1 
substantially less than, 30° ,or morev than 60° even 
approaching 90°_ maybe used if desired and will 
give satisfactory results'for certain uses. , P-I‘O". 
jection 58 may be constructed similar'to-pro 
jection l‘l with a substantially perpendicular-wall 
or abutment 24 having its inner edge’ connected 
bya rounded nose portign 25 with an'oblique 
walll? extending away from.thegend.of the 
container. The two projections I‘! and Iii-may 
be positioned ‘near theend of the container so 
that the abutmentsZl and 24 will, together with 
the circular body. portion 211 between the -pro-‘ 
jections be adapted .toiorm .the croze 1.4 for 
the‘head member .15. Likewise, the two pro 
jections l9 and‘ 20 may be similarly positioned 
to form thecroze 14a for the ,head member 16. 
The two projections l1 ‘and iii/are preferably 
arranged so that theabutments 2| and 24 will 
be spaced apart a distanceslightly less than 
the thicknessofthe head member [5. ,The two 
projections l9 and, 20 at-the opposite end may 
be similarly spaced. “By thus spacing the pro 
jections, the abutmentsof- each pair will con 
strictingly retain the respective head, members 
to make a tightpackage. .If desired, however, 
the projections forming the crozes may be .so 
positioned that the abutments will be spaced 
a distance substantially equal to the thickness 
of the head members whichwilladapt the-crozes 
for retaining head ,members which may .vary 
somewhat in thickness which often occurs in 
conventional cooperage. 
By constructing the \inwardly extending pros ’ 

jections ‘with substantially perpendicular.’ abut-. 
ments, as indicated at 2| and. 24, supported by 
the oblique walls. 23 and 26.- as. shown in Figure-3. 
reinforcedshoulders are vprovided for the head 
member retained‘ in the croze to thereby resist 
any forces either vexternal .or internal which 
would tend to break thehejad members in or 
out. These projections being extended inwardly 
and circularly ,will ‘also function to strengthen 
the body of the container against radial forces 
tending tocrush the cylindrical body. 
Each pair of projections forming the crozes 

Hand Ida is also preferably spaced from the 
end of the container a distance so as toprovide 
a?-por-tionv of the cylindrical body of the .con 
tainer next adjacent the end thereof so as .to 
fprm aledge orgrip for the ?ngers of a person‘ 
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or mechanical device when lifting or handling 
the container. When such a ledge or extension 
of the body portion is not provided next adja 
cent the end of the container then when the 
container is lifted or handled the lifting ?ngers 
often will slip over the edge of the container so 
that the container will be dropped usually on 
one corner of the container or keg. Such a 
concentration .of force “on the edge of the con 
tainer is generally su?icient to break it open 
especially if the force is repeated. In order to 
prevent such breaking of the container, the 
pairs of projections forming the crozes may be 
.spaced from the end of the container so that the 
distance from the-surface of the head member 
nearest the end of the container to the end. 
thereof is not substantially less than 3;; inch nor 
greater than 11/2 inches. 

To provide a means for rolling the container 
during transportation, * the container ‘may be 
Provided, intermediatelits, ends, with integraI 
circular outwardly .,.exte11.dine ‘projections .or 
beads '28 having tapered or'flared side walls 29 
which may ‘extendnutwardly suf?ciently far to 
support the cylindrical body portion of the con 
tainer away from contact with the floor or ship-. 
ping dock. These outwardly extending projece 
tions also serve to further strengthen the body 
of the container. ' ' ' _ 

‘ So as to .enabletheshipment of tonnage of 
empty containers in freight cars, it is necessary 
that thesectiorlsof thecontainers stack or nest 
quite closely,.otherwise?the car space will be . 
utilized beforefthev tonnage allowance of the car : 

3 is loaded.’ ' j ‘ ~ ' , V 

.In, order toprovide a close nesting of they con‘ 
tainers in shipment the, containers are made in 
sections asindipcatedin Figures5and 6. .In-con 
structing these sections, the outwardly?extend 

, ins proiections'za are extended outwardly farther 
away from the. c lindrlical bodyportionthangthc 
inwardly extending. projections H, 1.8.19 and. 
20 are extended inwardly so that when the sec-f 
tions are a nested together. the, outwardly extend 
ing projectionsz?canwbe very readily aligned 
and this aligning and nesting of the sections is 
assisted by the tapered Walls 29 of the projec 
tionsl28. v 

In order to form and Strengthen the chimes. of 
the container,,the-rends-vof the sheets. of. the 
sections forming‘ the, container may be bent over 
as at 30 to form an outwardly and downwardly 
projecting annular bead. If desired,. a metal 
wire not shown may be inserted ‘inthe'cylindri 

’ cal pocket formed by the bead 39, so as to vre 
inforce the chime. V Inorder to providea smooth’ 
circular edge for, thechime, a slot 3| >may be 
provided in thechimesof each section having a 
length substantiallyequalJto the length ofqthe 
lap formed by the sections when they are assem 
bled for welding the laps informing the cylinder. 

,In constructing the vcontainer, .two metal sheets 
of su?icient length and-width- tov form the semi 
cylindrical sections ll» and 12 are ?rst sheared 
to size and the slots .3I punched out. These. 
sheets are thenqpassed through forming rolls 
to form the beads 30 to provide thechimes~for~ 
the container. .These. beaded sheets arerthen 
rolled in forming‘ rolls provided with suitable 
contours to form ~ the semi-cylindrical section 
having the semi-circular inwardly‘ and outwardly 
extending projections show-Irvin Figures 5 and 6 
which is the form in-which the sections may 
be shipped to ‘the place where the containers; 
will be assembled v,ft’ll'rllse usually anailmill. At 



5 
this point twov semi-cylindrical sections 33-"and 
34 will be assembled simultaneously with‘a head 
member [6 to 'form‘a‘n open'ended container ‘32 
as‘ shown in‘Figure 4 by‘ clamping‘ the sheet 
metal sections about the head member and spot 
or tack welding the longitudinal seams as indi 
cated at 36. - The welded container 32 having a 
bottom head member and'having only, a vsingle 
integral circular inwardly-extending projection 
3'! adjacent the upper open-end'of the container, 
as shown in Figure 4, may thereupon be ?lled 
with the articles for which the container is to 
be used. After the container has-been filled, a 
head member such as‘ shown at l5 'in Figure 1 
may be placed on the 'abutmentj3a 'ofi'the pro 
jection 37 after which the upper‘ portion 39 of 
the cylindrical body of the container may be 
compressed in a suitable press having a die or 
dies reciprocating radially of the container to 
form the outer integral circularinwardly ex 
tending projection I‘! to tightly secure the head 
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member in the croze l4 thus formed to complete ' 
the ‘container as shown in Figure 1.-_VBy suit 
ably squeezing the container to form the pro 
jection I‘! outside of the head member l5 of the , 
container, the head member can be securely 
fastened in the croze without requiring any nails 

' or other'fasteners to hold the head members in 
place. Alternatively, the projection I] may be 
formed by use of a roller bending device in which 
the container is mounted for rotation about its 
axis and one or more bending rolls are'fed radial 
ly inward to engage the outer surface ‘of the 
container, above head I5 and'to i‘be'ndr'the con 
tainer to form the'projection. In order to later 
open the container to remove its contents, the 
head member can be bashed in by a sharp blow 
of a hammer and the pieces of the head member 
can be readily removed and a clear; free opening 
is provided for removing the contents. 

If desired when forming the projection I‘! in 
the closing of the container, the upper portion 
39 of ,thercylindrical body of the container as 
well as the bead 30 for theupper chime may 
be reduced in diameter somewhat by a further 
compression of the clamp press so,that the out 
side diameter of the upper chimewill be smaller 
than the inside diameter of the chime at the 
bottom of the container, thus permitting the 
containers to be stacked one above the other 
with the bottom chime of the upper container 
in the pile nesting over the upper chime of the 
lower container. To permit such a reduction in 
the diameter of the upper chime, the slot 3| in 
the upper edges of the sections II and I2 of the 
container may be formed slightly longer than 
the lap in the sections so as to provide a smooth, 
continuous edge for the upper chime. 
Although the keg above described has the 

cylindrical body thereof made up of two semi 
cylindrical sections, kegs made in’accordance with 
the present invention may, if desired, have such 
body formed from a single sheet. In such case 
the single sheet or keg blank, formed with the 
necessary beads and contours, will be shipped in 
a generally ?at condition to the point at which 
the kegs are to be formed. The cylindrical body 
of the keg may then be formed from such blank 
by bending it into a cylinder and securing the 
ends of the sheet together as by spot welding. 
While I have described preferred embodiments 

of the invention herein illustrated, it is to be 
understood that I am not limited thereto, since 
various modi?cations and substitutions of equiva 
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6 
lents may be made without departure from the 
invention as de?ned in the appended claimsif =‘fIclaimr-1"v ; _' ‘ -' » " 

A container consisting of a cylindrical sheet 
metal body portion and disk-elike head members 
enclosing the ends, the said body portion having 
a- pair-of vintegral circular inwardly extending 
projections adjacent each end, each said pro 
jection consisting of at least one substantially 
perpendicular abutment connected to a rounded 
nose portion, the said projections of each pair 
being spaced apart a distance substantially equal 
to the thickness of one of the said head members 
and being adapted to form with the contiguous 
body portion of the container a shouldered croze, 
the said head members being retained in the said 
crozes. 

2. A container consisting of a cylindrical sheet 
metal body portion and disk-like head members 
enclosing the ends, the said body portion having 
a pair of integral circular inwardly‘ extending 
projections adjacent each end, each said projec 
tion consisting of a substantially perpendicular 
abutment connected by a rounded nose portion 
with an oblique wall, the said projections, of each 
pair being spaced apart a distanceslightly less 
‘than the thickness of one of the said head mem 
bers and being adapted to form with the con 
tiguous body portion between them a croze, the 
said head members being constrictingly retained 
in the crozes. 
- 3. A container consisting of a cylindrical sheet 
metal body portion and disk-like head members 
enclosing the ends, the said body portion consist 
ing’ of a plurality of arcuate-shaped sections 
welded together and having a pair of integral 
circular inwardly extending projections adjacent 
each end, each said projection consisting of a 
substantially‘ perpendicular abutment connected 
by a rounded nose portion with an oblique wall, 
the said projections of each pair being spaced 
apart a distance substantially equal to the thick 
ness of one of the said head members and being 
adapted to form with the contiguous body portion 
between them a croze, each pair of the said pro 
jections being spaced from the ends of the con 
tainer so that the distance from the outside sur-‘ 
face of the head member retained in the croze to 
the end of the container is not substantially less 
than % inch, the said body portion having a 
plurality of integral circular outwardly extend 
ing projections intermediate its ends, the said 
head members being retained in the said crozes. 

4. A container consisting of a cylindrical sheet 
metal body portion and disk-like head members 
enclosing the ends, the said body portion consist 
ing of a plurality of arcuate-shaped sections 
welded together and having a pair of integral 
circular inwardly extending projections adjacent 
each end, each said projection consisting of a sub 
stantially perpendicular abutment connected by 
a rounded nose portion with an oblique wall dis 
posed at an adjacent angle with the said body 
portion not substantially greater than 60°, the 
said projections of each pair being spaced apart 
a distance substantially equal to the thickness of 
one of the said head members and being adapted 
to form with the contiguous body portion of the 
container between them a croze, each pair of the 
said projections being spaced from the ends of 
the container so that the distance from the out 
side surface of the head member to the end of the 
container is not substantially less than % inch, 
the said body portion having a plurality of inte 
gral circular outwardly extending projections in 



termediaterits- ends, thesaid head members being 
retained i'll’lEthQ said crozes. _ ; r _ 

5, A section for a cylindrical container having 
adiskelike head member enclosing‘ one end, said 
section-‘consisting 'of an arouate-shaped sheet 
metal body portion having a pair of integral ar 
cuate inwardly ‘extending projections adjacent 
one end, each said projection consisting of at 
least-‘one substantially perpendicular abutment 
connected to a rounded nose portion, the said 
projectionsbeing spaced apart a distance sub 
stantially equal to the thickness of the said head 
member and being adapted to form with the con 
tiguous, body portion of the container a shoul 
dered croze, and an integral arcuate inwardly ex 
tending projection similar to one of the projec‘ 
tions of the said pair in the said body portion 
adjacent the opposite end. _ __ 

l--6.~ A section'for a cylindrical container having 
a'disk-like head member enclosing one end, said - 
section consisting of an arcuate-shaped. sheet 
metal body portion having a pairof integral ar-v 
cuate inwardly extending projections adjacent 
one end, each said projection consisting of a sub 
stantially perpendicular abutment connected‘ by 1“ 
a rounded nose portion with an oblique wall, the 
said projections being spaced apart a distance 
substantially equal to the thickness of the said 
head member and adapted to form with the con 
tiguous body portion a croze, and an integral 
arcuate inwardly extending projection similar to 
one of theprojections of the said pair inthe said 
body, portion adjacent the opposite end. , 
I '7. A‘ section for a cylindrical container having 
adisk-like head member enclosing one end, said 
section consisting of an arcuate-shaped sheet 
metal body portion having a pair of integral ar 
cuate inwardly extending projections adjacent 
one end, each said projection consisting of a sub- 
stantially perpendicular abutment connected by 
a, rounded nose portion with an oblique wall, the 
said projections being spaced apart a distance 
substantially equal to the thickness of the said 
head member and adapted to form With the con 
tiguous body portion a croze, and an integral ar- , 
cuate inwardly extending projection similar to 
oneof the projections of the said pair in the body 
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portion adjacent :the'oppositeend, the said pair 
of: projections jbeing spaced from the end of. the 
containeraso, that.v the distance from theend-of 
the said. abutment of the inwardly extendingprog 
jection nearest the vendwof the container to, the 
end of the-container is not substantially less than 
% inch, the said: body, portion having a plurality 
of arcuate outwardlyextendingprojections inter 
mediate its ends. 7 - r 7 ~ 

> 8. Arsection tor a cylindrical container having 
a disk-like head member enclosing one end,>said 
section consisting of - an arcuate-shaped sheet 
metal body portion having a pair of integral semi 
circulaninwa-rdly extending’ projections adjacent 
one end,v each said projection consisting of a sub 
stantially perpendicular abutment connected by 
arounded noseportion with an oblique wall dis-7 
posed at an'adjacent angle'with the said body 
portionnotisubstantially greater than 60°, the 
said projections being spacedapart a'distance 
substantially equal to the thickness of the said 
head member and adapted to form with the con-v 
tiguous-body portion a croze, and an integral ar 
cuate inwardly extending projection similarv to 
one of theprojections of the said pair in the body 
portion adjacent the opposite end, the said pair 
of projections being spaced from the end of the 
container so that the distance from the said abut_ 
mentof the inwardly extending projection near 
est the end of'the ‘container to the end .of' the 
container is not substantially less than % inch, 
the said body portion having a plurality of inte-_ 

' gral arcuate outwardly extending projections in-‘ 
termediateitsends. ‘ _ , , - 

FRANK E, CHESNEY. ;; 
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